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Note:- The candidates are requit'ed to attempt any, trvo question each tiom Seclion A and B and Section C is

compulsory .

SECl'lOr.\ A

1 . A) Resultant of forces P and Q is at right angle to P and the resultant of forces P' and Q' actingat sarne angle

is iighi rirgls5 to Q'.. Show lhat PP' = QQ' .

b) A string ABCD is suspended from two fixed points A and D. It caries weight of 30 kg, and W kg. respectively at

two points B and C on it. The inclination to the vertical of AB is 30'and that of CD is 60', the angle BCD being

120'. Find W and the tension in the different parts ofthe string.

2) a) ABC is a triangle and O a point in its plane. A force R acts along AO. Resolve R into two forces parallel to in

acting at B and C respectively rvhere O is the circumcenter of the circle.

b) P and Q are magnitudes of two like parallel fbrces. If second force moved parallel to itseif through a distance x,

prove that their resultant moves through a distance $." P+Q

(3)a)Alrarronthegroundisoullingaveriical treewithagivenlorceb;-nreansofaropepmeterslonq.Atwhat

poinr of the tree mrrst one end of a ropc be aftacherl so that he rn:ry irave the greatest tendency to pull it over.

b) Detemine magnitude, direction and line of action of the resultant of any number olcoplanar fbrces.

4) a) State and prove Varigons theorem.

b) The parallel forces of magnitude P, Q and R acts at a point A,B and C respectively of a triangle ABC. Prove that

their centre is orthocenter of the triangle 'f 
#= # = #

SECl'ION-R

5) a) The ends of an elastic stling 0.17m long are attached to twr! points A. ald B 0. 1-1,:n :lpart in tlic si,:rrc i,i,rii:<;,,uri

line, A rveight of 4kg is attaclred to the point O of the string 0.05m from end A. Find the tension in each poftion of rhe

string.

b) One end of uniform rod is attached to hirrge and the other end is supported by a string attached to the extremity

of the rod. The rod and the string are inclined at the same angle a to the horizontal. Show that the action of the

hinge is YtffiCec'TAwhere W is the rveight of the roc!. Cc,.M------



{i,
6) a) A uniform ladder rests with one end on a horizontal floor and other against a vertical wall, the coeffbfents of

. 3 .1
friction are ] and j respectively. Find the inclination of the ladder when it is about to slip.

b) An equilateral triangle rests in a vertical plane with its base resting on a rough horizontal plane, a gradually

increasing horizontal force acts at its vertex in the plane of triangle. Prove that the triangle will slide before it turns

about the encl of its base. lf the coefficient of friction be less than rt.

7) a) Find Centre of Gravity of l-lollow sphere.

b) A uniform quadrilateral ARCD is such that the diagonal AC bisect it and BD divides it in two parts in the ratio 2:1.

Show that its C.G. divides AC in the ratio 5:4.

8. a) ABCD is of side 2a. E is a mid-point of the side BC. Find the distance from A of the center of gravity of the

portion AECD.

b) A square is describecl externally on a side on an equilateral triangle. Find C.G. of the Lamina of compound body.

SECTION- C

a) Show that coefficient of friction is equalto tangent of angle of friction.

b) Distinguish between Centre of mass and center of inertia.

c) Define equilibrium of two forces.

d) Resolve a force of l00kg into two components making angles of 60" and 90" with it on the opposite sides.

e) State Triangle Law of forces and n7 - n theorem.

0 State Necessary and sufficient condition that a system ofcoplanar forces acting on a rigid body to be in

equilibrium.

g) State and prove Ceneralized thenrem of t:tonetnts.

h) Discuss in detail geometric representation of the moment of a force about a point.
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